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Large scale adoption75%
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of biofuels by OGVs

reductions



Recreational and  
smaller vessels switch  
to battery electric

Hydrogen Fuel Cells
for harbor craft and
larger vessels

BATTERY ELECTRIC
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HYDROGEN  
FUEL CELLS



Short Sea Shipping along  
coast (decrease freight traffic  
for road and rail)
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75% BiofuelBlend
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Emission reductions through  
improved designs
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Fewer idling ships & Trucks
due to efficient operational
strategies
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electric  
shore power  

charging  
reduces GHG
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Hydrogen powered  
cargo handling  
equipment
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Nearby populations  
not covered in  
smoke and filled  
with trucks
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Dedicated rights  
of way for freight  
increases speed

Corridors allow  
road, rail and  
marine to share  
the cost 52



Vehicle to vehicle communication:  
LIDAR leads to vehicle autonomy  
and less congestion
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Portable electric  
charging station for  
non-road vehicles  
that don’t have access  
to nearby charging  
infrastructure
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Today there is a lot  
of existing nonroad
equipment that can be  
battery electric
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Renewable energy
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Less congestion and idling  
for both road and rail
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Hyperloop and high  
speed rail moves  
people and cargo  
between regional hubs
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Providing fueling  
service to urban core.
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3D
printing
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WHAT CAN THE WORLD LOOK LIKE IN 2050?
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